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Defiance . . . nullification. It is
a trend.
I take it as a sign of our
contentious times that we
now witness states in open
rebellion against centralized
control from the Imperial City of Washington,
D.C., while cities and counties are also rattling
the chains set by their respective state capitals.
The sweep of marijuana decriminalization
and legalization is only the most obvious.
The rise of “sanctuary cities” defying federal
government immigration laws — often
backed up by state legislatures — has been

Yet this move is
important. It shows a
growing recognition of
the tyrannical nature of
centralized power.
a contentious issue, with progressives
supporting this sort of nullification and
conservatives opposing it.
But the latest development does not hail from
the left.
In Illinois, a number of rural governments

have taken a cue from the immigration debate
by “declaring themselves sanctuary counties
for gun owners,” we learn from the AP’s Don
Babwin, writing in the Chicago Tribune. “The
resolutions are meant to put the Democraticcontrolled Legislature on notice that if it passes
a host of gun bills . . . the counties might bar
their employees from enforcing the new laws.”
An Effingham County Board Member calls
“sanctuary” an attention-getting “buzzword,”
reporting that “at least 20 Illinois counties
and local officials in Oregon and Washington
have asked for copies of Effingham County’s
resolution.”
Now, cities and counties do not have
an analogous relationship to their state
governments as do states to the federal
government: the states created the “United
States of America,” while cities and counties
are also state creations.
Yet this move is important. It shows a growing
recognition of the tyrannical nature of
centralized power.
And the usefulness of decentralization.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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